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ABSTRACT
Cybersecurity experts have long been discussing the potential of a cyber pandemic leading to a massive disruption of ICT operations with a devastating societal impact. Even though society has not faced yet the full potential of a cyber pandemic, the recent COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated how a cyber pandemic can look like at its initial stages. Unfortunately, citizens proofed to be unprepared to handle the COVID-19 threat landscape and how fast cyber-attacks escalated at a global scale targeting individuals, corporations, and governments, all at once. This clearly demonstrates that society, at a global scale, is not adequately prepared to defend against a cyber pandemic, despite all the efforts of the cybersecurity community. Cybersecurity awareness and training efforts have been delivered as part of a national or corporate cybersecurity strategy, aiming to promote a cyber hygiene and enhance protection against cyber-attacks on an individual, a corporate, or a national level. The current level of citizens’ cybersecurity awareness is not yet the desired and actions need to be taken to upscale it. Thus, it is time to take a step back to identify what is missing from current awareness efforts and reconsider how people learn. This knowledge can drive the redesign of the national and corporate cybersecurity awareness activities, effectively building citizens’ cyber skills and knowledge, and leading to the development of robust cyber resilient societies, capable of defending and withstanding a future cyber pandemic.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The cybersecurity community has warned of a potential cyber pandemic [1] that can cause a massive disruption of ICT operations worldwide, having a global devastating impact across society. In the case that such a cyber pandemic occurs, society as a whole needs to be well prepared to be able to minimize any potential impact. This means that citizens should be capable to identify a potential cyber threat and demonstrate a cyber hygiene behavior to minimize the risk of a data breach. Establishing such a common cyber front across society will assist in building societal resilience [2][3] against a dynamic cyber threat landscape.

Even though society has not faced yet the full potential of a cyber pandemic, the recent COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated how a cyber pandemic can look like at its initial stages. Given the worldwide crisis that was triggered due to the COVID-19, malicious people found ground [4][5] to exploit people across society and across ages (from young people to elders). Phishing was among the top threats that society had to face during this period. Phishing emails have spiked by over 600% during COVID-19 [6], and the widespread themes [7] of phishing increased exponentially the chances for someone falling for the lure. Medical supply sales, fact sheet information about COVID-19, shipping notifications, work from home tooling, etc., are some of the lures that have been utilized in phishing campaigns. As the pandemic progresses, the threat of phishing is expected to persist and new scams will arise, e.g., related to the cure, etc.

Unfortunately, citizens proofed to be unprepared to handle the COVID-19 cyber threat landscape [4] and how fast cyber-attacks escalated at a global level, targeting individuals, corporations, and governments, all at once. This clearly demonstrates that the global society is not adequately prepared to defend against a cyber pandemic. Even though the cyber community is promoting a range of cyber awareness activities, these have not been so effective to develop a cyber hygiene culture [8][9] among citizens. Developing such a culture means that the necessary skills and knowledge will be cultivated to assist citizens in understanding the risks that may arise from their actions in cyberspace, as well as identifying and addressing effectively cyber threats by applying best practices. This approach can assist society to build cyber resilience [2][3] against a cyber pandemic and minimize any potential impact on an individual, a corporate, or a national level.

Currently, the level of citizens’ cybersecurity awareness is not yet the desired, thus, actions need to be taken to upscale it. Given the knowledge we gained related to COVID-19, how fast it was escalated and how it affected every aspect of society, and in anticipation of a cyber pandemic, it is essential to realize that actions need to be taken to reinforce existing cyber awareness efforts. It is time to take a step back, investigate what gaps exist in current efforts and take corrective measures. Key aspect of the investigations should focus on the actual learning process. We need to reconsider how people learn to identify what elements might be missing from current efforts and redesign our cybersecurity awareness strategy and relevant activities. The aim will be to build an effective cybersecurity culture among citizens’ communities, contributing to a global cyber resilient society, capable of defending and withstanding a future cyber pandemic.

---

1 I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Professor Irene Polycarpou for her comprehensive peer-editing of this document.
2. CYBERSECURITY AWARENESS EFFORTS

The cybersecurity community has been delivering a range of cybersecurity activities and promoting awareness material across society. The main objective of all these efforts has been to educate people on cyber threats and on following good cyber hygiene practices, so that society can defend against the cyber threat landscape that has been proved to be very versatile given the right circumstances. A recent example is the COVID-19 pandemic that empowered the cyber threat landscape [4] to expand its attack surface across society.

Cybersecurity awareness is delivered through different means. On a national level, many countries have formulated their own national cybersecurity strategy [10], including the delivery of cybersecurity awareness campaigns, targeting citizens of all ages. Organizations also started constructing more actively their own internal awareness campaigns to educate their employees and create a corporate cybersecurity culture [11]. Typical means utilized in a cybersecurity awareness campaign include delivery of presentations, promotion of infographics, posters, guides, and tips on how to stay secure in cyberspace, e.g., [12]. An overall observation is that these resources are often passively delivered to the target audience. An example of a more active approach is the delivery of workshops where the audience has a more engaging role and can practice on cyber concepts to advance its knowledge and skills. Also, phishing simulation [11][13] is a mean that is getting a lot of attention lately, due to the COVID-19 cyber threat landscape. Many organizations have realized that phishing is a threat that needs to be actively addressed, thus they are performing phishing simulations to evaluate their current level of security and to educate employees to recognize phishing attempts. More engaging activities are also delivered by national authorities, academia, and private sector, focusing on younger people. Such activities include participation in cyber competitions, boot camps, and cyber computer games, e.g., [14][15][16].

Cyber awareness efforts vary in terms of the means utilized and the target audience at various countries [17]. It should be evident to all parties involved that efforts should be continuous. At countries where the level of cyber awareness is low, it should be upscaled to support the creation of a global cybersecurity culture that will keep up with the current cyber threat landscape.

3. COVID-19 CYBER THREAT LANDSCAPE

The biggest concern so far related to existing cyber awareness efforts is whether these efforts have been effective to cultivate a cyber hygiene culture. Unfortunately, the indication is not positive, and this can be demonstrated through the recent cyber threat landscape [4] that was the result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Studies [5][7] demonstrate that attackers were focusing on societal vulnerabilities and on people’s need to find information about the pandemic. Numbers have been increased tremendously in a very short period given that teleworking has become the norm, supporting most aspects of personal and business activities. In February 2020, a spike on pandemic-related scams was observed, going over 600% [6]. In April 2020, Google announced that it blocked 18 million daily malware and phishing emails [18]. As per [19], approximately 50% of employees have reported that they fell for a phishing scam. Email phishing attacks were the most common source of data breaches during the pandemic, targeting people working from home and people seeking information about the pandemic. The cost from security incidents has been overwhelming. In the UK only, the cost reached 11 million pounds as of July 8th, 2020 [20].

Similar trends have been observed so far and they are not expected to decrease anytime soon, while people keep using the same (often bad) cyber practices. Unfortunately, statistics indicate that the problem persists, and that people are still vulnerable, despite the awareness efforts of the cybersecurity community. Therefore, the focus of the cybersecurity community should be placed on investigating what is missing from current efforts and how an effective cyber hygiene culture [8][9] can be cultivated among citizens.

4. CYBERSECURITY AWARENESS EFFORTS – WHY DO THEY FAIL

A key element to consider while investigating how to build societal resilience against a cyber pandemic is to realize the reasons that current awareness efforts have not been very effective. Investigations should address two audiences: end users of awareness activities and experts involved in designing a cybersecurity awareness strategy.
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Figure 1: Factors affecting cybersecurity awareness efforts

In terms of end users, there are different factors that have been identified by existing studies, e.g., [21][22]. Users often prefer convenience over security, and they demonstrate an online behavior that in several cases is associated with bad cyber practices. Current awareness efforts failed to motivate people to change their online behavior to a satisfactory level. This is a limiting factor towards building a cybersecurity culture and societal cyber resilience. The studies have also shown that people often do not demonstrate a cyber hygiene behavior simply because they are ignorant, they lack understanding of the relevant concepts or they do not know how to apply a security measure [23]. This is often linked to the communication message delivered by awareness activities. If the message is not relevant to the target audience, if it does not consider the current knowledge and skills and fill in the blanks, then it will not be effective and certainly it will not support people to advance their knowledge and understanding of the cyber threat landscape and actions to be taken. This further hinders attempts to build societal cyber resilience. Another factor that contributes to the failure of developing a cybersecurity culture is that people frequently have a false sense of security as their mentality is that “it is not going to happen to us”, so, in essence, they do not have any motivation to change their behavior. Unfortunately, awareness efforts have not been very effective eradicating this notion of false security. This indicates that awareness activities are not conveying an appropriate story to citizens; a story that will clearly demonstrate that everybody is at risk, convince people that
security should be a concern for all and show them how they could deal with an incident.

The other audience that needs to be considered involves those responsible to design and develop an awareness strategy and relevant activities. If someone investigates the approach taken in current awareness activities, he/she will observe that a passive delivery of material is mostly performed [24], where similar awareness content is pushed towards different audiences, e.g., general public, executives, staff, younger, etc. This flat approach of the awareness activities across all audiences, results into prohibiting the delivery of the correct communication message to the targeted audience as the same message is distributed across all audiences [25][26]. If the communication message is not relevant to the needs of the target audience, then people will not realize the importance of demonstrating a cyber hygiene behavior and they will not be motivated to change their online behavior and habits.

It is imperative to realize that a cybersecurity awareness strategy and activities should reflect the digital literacy of the target audience, its business, and/or personal aspirations, as well as the cyber threat landscape that is relevant to the target audience’s business and personal culture [27]. Given that the human aspect is a central point for the success of a cybersecurity awareness strategy, it is essential to revisit the design approach taken so far, identify what is missing, and address it, aiming to build a robust cybersecurity culture and societal cyber resilience.

5. BUILDING BLOCKS FOR AN EFFECTIVE CYBERSECURITY CULTURE

The main goal of a cyber security culture should be to build societal resilience against cyber-attacks. This means that society, at a global scale, will be prepared to handle cybersecurity incidents and address the threat of compromization. To achieve this goal, we need to educate citizens [28] about cyber threats and cyber hygiene practices and develop their skills to be able to apply best practices, addressing effectively a potential cyber threat. To demonstrate a continuous cyber resilience though, people need to develop a sustainable cyber hygiene behavior. To achieve a culture change and promote a sustainable behavior, we need to consider two key objectives (Figure 2): promote cyber situational awareness and cultivate critical thinking in a cyber context.

![Figure 2: Building blocks for a cybersecurity culture](image)

Cyber situational awareness

A core element that needs to be considered when building a cybersecurity culture is cyber situational awareness [24][29], which refers to the knowledge that people have about a given cyber situation. The specification provided in [30] regarding situational awareness identifies all qualities that should be projected and developed through a cybersecurity culture. According to [30], “situational awareness is the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their status in the near future”. In cyber space, being aware of a cyber situation means for people to realize the elements that exist in their environment, understand their importance, identify the relevant cyber threats that may put them at risk, and predict the impact that can occur if an incident is elaborated. Developing abilities such as perception, comprehension, and projection, should constitute a key objective of any cybersecurity culture, as these characteristics can assist in sustaining a cyber hygiene behavior among citizens.

Critical thinking in a cyber context

Cultivating critical thinking skills in a cyber context is essential, as this can support the objectives of situational awareness, especially with regards to comprehending the dynamic nature of the cyber threat landscape and applying mitigation actions. More specifically, critical thinking [31][32][33] is a necessity, if we want citizens to be able to recognize cyber risks, predict and identify how cyber threats can transform given different circumstances (latest example COVID-19), and make wise decisions as to the actions that need to be applied. By developing citizens’ critical thinking in a cyber context, societal cyber resilience can be developed and sustained.

Given the key role that situational awareness can play in the efforts of the cybersecurity community to build societal cyber resilience, the focus should shift from developing a cybersecurity culture to promoting a cyber situational awareness culture.

6. TOWARDS A CYBER SITUATIONAL AWARENESS CULTURE

As discussed previously, awareness efforts have not been as effective as expected. It is thus imperative to reinforce these efforts to achieve an effective and long-lasting cyber situational awareness culture. To do so, we first need to identify what is missing from the awareness approach considered so far and then redesign how an awareness strategy can support the development of the building blocks identified in section 5. Given that the main goal is to develop the appropriate knowledge and skills for citizens to be able to handle a cybersecurity incident, investigations should focus on how people learn, optimizing the learning process in a cyber situational awareness context. The investigations can provide new insights and result to new directions for the design and development of a cyber situational awareness culture across society.

How people learn – Bloom’s taxonomy

To revisit how people learn and to achieve a culture change, a learning framework should be utilized to guide the change. One of the most widely used learning frameworks which models the human cognitive process is the Bloom’s taxonomy. Bloom’s taxonomy is a classification of the different learning objectives, knowledge, and skills that educators should consider when specifying educational objectives across different disciplines. Moreover, the taxonomy indicates what students need to do to demonstrate their learning or competence. The original
The revised taxonomy was published in 1956 [34]. Figure 3 presents the revised taxonomy that was published in 2001 [35], which includes 6 taxonomy levels of learning objectives. As it can be observed, Bloom’s taxonomy follows a bottom-up approach, where higher levels of learning are dependent on previous knowledge and skills attained at previous levels. This approach fits very well in the overall concept of building a cyber situational awareness culture where people should be aware of fundamental cyber topics that will guide their behavior in cyberspace, considering the current cyber threat landscape. It is expected that once people have a good understanding of the cyber concepts, then they can be educated on how to apply cyber hygiene techniques, from simple to advance actions, depending on their background, business obligations, personal aspirations, and culture.

To be able to optimize the learning process in a cyber context, it is essential to first have a good understanding of how Bloom’s taxonomy fits into the development of a cyber situational awareness culture. As depicted in Figure 3, each learning layer of Bloom’s taxonomy is associated with specific learning objectives. The key learning objectives per layer (bottom to top) are listed below:

1) Remember – recall facts and basic concepts
2) Understand – explain ideas or concepts
3) Apply – use information in new situations
4) Analyze – draw connections among ideas
5) Evaluate – justify a stand or decision
6) Create – produce new or original work

As discussed in section 5, the building blocks for an effective cyber culture are cyber situational awareness and critical thinking skills. Through critical thinking, situational awareness can be established. The reverse also applies, as through situational awareness people can build their thinking process, improve their perception regarding cyber threats, enhance their knowledge, critically evaluate new cyber incidents they may face, and select the appropriate course of actions. Therefore, each building block should be perceived as complementary for the development of the other. Developing situational awareness and critical thinking skills should happen progressively across all layers of Bloom’s learning framework. Bottom layers should be considered to build lower order thinking skills and basic awareness levels, while as we move upward in the taxonomy, higher order cognitive skills and advanced awareness can be developed.

For example, we can consider that bottom layers (e.g., Remember, Understand) can assist people to acknowledge and realize the problem and understand the fundamentals in terms of a cyber hygiene. Building the appropriate knowledge and perception is the first stage of a cyber situational awareness culture. The second stage has to do with building an elaborated comprehension of cyber hygiene components and actions. This can be achieved initially through the third layer (Apply) of Bloom’s taxonomy. This is the layer where people should have the opportunity to apply their knowledge and evaluate whether they have understood the cyber concepts and whether they know how to put them in practice. This is the stage where people can start becoming reflective and more critical about their skills and abilities, potentially identifying areas of knowledge that need to be enhanced. Critical thinking can then be reinforced and developed further in the following three layers (Analyze – Evaluate – Create), where people should be exposed to real case situations, analyze how a cybersecurity incident has been elaborated, critically evaluate actions taken comparable to cyber hygiene fundamentals, and then reinforce the knowledge that has been obtained at the bottom layers of the taxonomy. The main goal is to be able to critically apply this knowledge in different situations and to effectively manage a cybersecurity incident.

![Figure 3: Cybersecurity awareness efforts focus (image adopted from [36])](image)

**Awareness efforts – current focus**

To be able to identify the gap that currently exists in awareness efforts, it is essential to examine where the focus of these efforts is. In section 2, the typical means that are utilized in an awareness strategy have been discussed. Means such as infographics, posters, guides, and tips, achieve the learning objectives mostly applicable in the bottom two layers of Bloom’s taxonomy (Remember and Understand) and help people to learn about the basic concepts and recall information. More interactive means like workshops, phishing simulations, and computer games support learning objectives of higher layers of Bloom’s taxonomy (e.g., Apply, Analyze) and can assist people to comprehend the concepts, develop their practical skills, and evaluate actions to be taken towards a cyber hygiene. These interactive means are not widespread utilized across society, but rather target specific communities, such as younger people and employees. Despite the utilization of these interactive means, an adequate level of cyber situational awareness has not been achieved among these target audiences. This is evident from the high figure numbers that are listed in terms of data breaches across the industry [19][37]. This observation should trigger more investigations into whether these target audiences master the fundamentals that should have been obtained through the previous layers of the Bloom’s taxonomy. If they do not have an appropriate level of awareness and a fundamental understanding of cyber concepts, then they will not be able to engage with activities that target to build upon the fundamental knowledge that is assumed to have been obtained.

It is evident that most of the efforts are covering learning objectives obtained from the bottom learning layers of Bloom’s taxonomy, yet our expectation is that people should demonstrate critical thinking when it comes to a cyber incident and being able to evaluate the incident and apply a solution. This is currently a limiting factor, as existing cybersecurity efforts are not providing adequate stimulations to people to be able to move from the lower taxonomy learning layers to the higher layers and meet the relevant learning objectives. The target should be to infuse to people, beyond the basics, the knowledge to apply technologies, develop their critical
thinking, and be able to manage a cybersecurity incident.

**Awareness efforts – what is missing**

It is imperative to identify what learning layers need to be reinforced to cultivate higher order cognitive skills and cyber situational awareness levels. Currently, there are a lot of activities covering the learning objectives at the bottom two layers of Bloom’s taxonomy, educating people on basic concepts. One question that needs to be answered is whether people have sufficient understanding of the fundamentals and consequently, the next step will be to evaluate [38][39][40] whether they can translate theory to practical concepts (Figure 4). It is essential to evaluate people’s overall understanding and skills, identify the current awareness level that has been established, and then adjust the delivered awareness activities and content according to the evaluation results. This approach will assist in bridging the gap, in terms of knowledge and skills that might not be present in certain user communities, and advance them to an appropriate awareness level towards developing a sustainable cyber hygiene behavior and societal resilience. Moreover, this approach can provide insights as to whether citizens realize what is happening in cyberspace and what are the relevant risks. Quantifying the level of people’s understanding can assist in designing activities that will deliver the appropriate communication message and content, motivating people changing their habits and adopting best practices in cyberspace. Such an evaluation component is often missing from current cyber awareness strategies.

![Figure 4: What is missing from cybersecurity awareness efforts (image adopted from [36])](image)

Issues also appear at the third learning layer of Bloom’s taxonomy. There is not enough evidence that given a cyber incident people can identify the problem and apply a solution. This is a great issue, as societal resilience cannot be achieved, if people cannot take actions to address a cyber incident. A mutual understanding by all parties involved in the design and development of awareness activities is required, that if we do not teach people with a what-if-how philosophy, we should not expect them to know how they should proceed to effectively address a cyber threat. Unfortunately, this lack of knowledge is evident from the recent cyber statistics related to COVID-19, that demonstrated that incidents have exponentially increased, leading to data breaches on an individual and corporate level.

The problem propagates at the higher layer of Bloom’s taxonomy where it is expected that people will be able to analyze and evaluate a cyber incident. Apart from the fact that people’s understanding of fundamentals might be absent or limited, awareness activities are not placing enough focus on the dynamic nature of the cyber threat landscape. Therefore, most awareness efforts are not aligned with how the cyber threat landscape transforms. This means that knowledge and skills are not upscaled to the level appropriate for people to address a new incident and take actions accordingly. Awareness activities should improve people’s knowledge regarding the dynamics of the threat landscape and make evident how the threat landscape relates to their existing knowledge, so they can critically apply a solution.

The issues identified highlight the fact that awareness efforts need to be improved to motivate and sustain a positive change in online behaviors and increase people’s awareness level. To achieve this, a solution is to reinforce (Figure 4) the third (Apply) and fourth (Analyze) learning layer of Bloom’s taxonomy.

**Awareness efforts – back to basics & design directions**

As discussed, the current level of citizens’ cybersecurity awareness is not yet the desired. To develop a good understanding of cyber fundamentals, build critical thinking skills, and be able to address a cyber incident, requires a solid foundation that begins from the lower learning layers of Bloom’s taxonomy. Thus, the need to go back to basics. The target should be to ensure that once people understand the fundamentals, they have: 1) the skills to choose and apply solutions, b) a solid understanding of the cyber threat landscape and the impact that might arise, if they do not apply best practices.

![Figure 5: Back to basics - design directions](image)

If we succeed in reinforcing the middle learning layers and motivate the change in behavior, then we can develop citizens with critical thinking skills, ones that will be able to understand the semantics of a cybersecurity incident and take decisions accordingly. This can lead to a sustainable cyber situational awareness culture.

The key point here that needs to be considered is how we can achieve cyber situational awareness as a foundation for critical thinking (Figure 5). We can achieve this, if we make sure that citizens can identify the assets that need to be protected, identify the relevant threats, vulnerabilities, and impact. It is imperative for people to understand the attacker’s mindset and techniques utilized, so they can realize the need for taking specific cyber hygiene actions. This entails obtaining a good knowledge background on measures that can be applied, being aware of regulations, and understand their responsibility to follow cyber hygiene practices. To truly defend against an evolving cyber threat landscape, we need to have a unified
front across society that is cyber situational awareness, has embraced the responsibility of building and maintaining secure societies, and has now the fundamental background to build critical thinking skills. This means that given a situation, citizens should be able to apply critical thinking, select the appropriate best cyber hygiene practices, identify indicators of a potential compromization, and take further actions to manage and resolve an incident.

The focus of a cyber situational awareness culture should be cultivating citizens’ situational awareness, promoting the understanding of people in cyber space, and developing their practical skills. Given the gap that has been identified in current efforts, the focus from this point forward should be to reinforce the comprehension of people across urgent topics in cybersecurity, including enhancing/developing relevant practical skills. The strategy to be considered should follow a bottom-up approach, similar to Bloom’s taxonomy. At the bottom layer, the key elements to consider include the selection of the topics to cover in awareness activities and the means to deliver them. To do so, a good understanding across different aspects is needed. For example, consider how people learn, what the current threats that people should be aware of are, what the mindset of cyber criminals is, how people behave in cyberspace and what factors may affect their decision-making, how do we motivate the change, how can national policies support the change, etc. To cover all these aspects, an interdisciplinary team needs to be considered working at this layer to assist in creating a robust cyber situational awareness culture.

Moreover, to motivate the change and promote a cyber hygiene behavior, it is essential to be aware of the current understanding that people have related to cybersecurity aspects and their ability to apply cyber hygiene practices. Such an understanding can assist the experts to prioritize the topics covered in awareness and training activities and maximize the situation awareness that can be achieved. Contextualizing situational awareness to the needs of the target audience and covering topics that are relevant to the audience’s business and/or personal aspirations, alongside covering the current threat landscape, can assist in developing a culture of cyber hygiene practices.

7. CONCLUSIONS

It is often stated that humans are the weakest link in cybersecurity. This is a notion that needs to change, and we need to start viewing humans as our strongest asset. Given the dynamics of the cyber threat landscape, which was reinforced during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is imperative to build societal resilience against a potential cyber pandemic. This can be accomplished by infusing a culture of cyber hygiene across society and developing citizens that can demonstrate critical thinking when coming across a cyber incident, applying the appropriate cyber hygiene best practices, and effectively addressing the incident. If this approach is applied consistently across society, then the society has better chances to withstand a potential cyber pandemic. It should be evident to all that to be successful, a sustainable cyber behavior should be cultivated to promote societal resilience. Current cybersecurity awareness activities have not been very effective to develop a sustainable cyber culture. It is time to return to basics, revisit how people learn, and reinforce the approach taken when designing awareness activities. To achieve and sustain a cyber hygiene culture and motivate people to change their online behavior and practices, cyber situational awareness concepts should be taken into consideration. A learning framework can assist in identifying the learning layers that need to be reinforced, integrating cyber situational awareness aspects where needed, and establishing a cyber situational awareness culture across society.
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